Grand slam

The Grandstand is set to bring the buzz back to the old Turf City at Bukit Timah. By Tay Suann Chiang

Local architecture firm Formwerkz is transforming the building, whose market pricing could cost a reported $51 million. Attention has been given to showcase the distinctive facade elements as well as the A-frame decorative facade elements as well as the A-frame decorative facade elements as well as the A-frame facade. New entrance and pedestrian access will be put in to better access to all areas of the building.

Mr Tan says, “The Grandstand is modern interpretation of past colonial charm and accessibility of the form and style of previous modernist architectures. The development comprises two buildings, the seven-storey South Grandstand and the six-storey South Grandstand which are connected to each other with a linkbridge from the first to fourth storey.

The South Grandstand will house a majority of The Grandstand’s retail, services, and kids’ activities offering. Existing tenant Giant Hypermarket, which has been here since 1991, will remain on the ground floor. The second storey will house various food outlets. Business caterer, a Chinese tea house, will be housing a live fish and crab restaurant. While they have sur-
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For example, students can head here turning needs and also have a family meal.”

The Grandstand’s proximity to the nearby landed and condominium residences and up-schools in the area “enables it to cater to multiple layers of demand”.

Existing tenants say they are hopeful for more choices, she says. “With most of the area now under construc-

They have spent a few months looking for the right spot before opening and have already started negotiations with various food tenants.
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The Grandstand’s proximity to the nearby landed and condominium residences and up-schools in the area “enables it to cater to multiple layers of demand”.

FOR ALL AGES

Turf City is a busy business district for expats, with many of them staying downtown for business.

Allan Chia, head of marketing, at Unisport says, “Gymnastics is now a major sport, and The Grandstand is the place to be for those who like to keep fit.”

The Grandstand will also be home to Gim Sports, a gymnastics centre for kids, and adult gym, and other concepts, with hardly any duplication,” says Mr Tan. 
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